
24th- 30th April, 22 

Weekly Report from Kalimpong Animal Shelter  

The clinic at KAS has been the centre for treatment of animals near and far and KAS clinic has always been 

playing an important role in providing treatment to these animals, come rain or shine.  

Mr. Sanjeev as shown in Picture below is seen 

administering saline on a dog at the Shelter Clinic. The 

other team also makes rounds to check upon the dogs 

that come as patients for treatment. Dogs kept on saline 

hold on for a while, sometimes the owners who come 

along with them have to wait for a long time about an 

hour for their dogs to receive saline fluids against 

digestion or any other bacterial disease. The Vet keeps an 

eye on every dog, examines before treatment. It is the 

ParaVets then who do their job of administering saline 

with the help or supervision of a Vet.  

Currently, it is the same seasonal flu that has been 

afflicting dogs and for which, the treatment has been 

carried out at the KAS clinic.   

 

 

 

The KAS Clinic 

 



 

 

Animal Birth Control Programme in progress at KAS. Every week, the Spay and neuter Prg. is conducted 

with the sole purpose to sterilise as many dogs as possible.  

 

 

The surrendered puppy with a fractured leg is doing so much better now and is able to walk because of 

treatment at KAS and good nursing given by the team. We are hoping to see his full recovery and he 

walking freely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Yay! The kittens have been adopted this week. 

There are a few more siblings waiting for a home like these two kittens who got lucky to find a good and 

loving parent. We handed the kittens to these owners after checking with them on adoption and we were 

ensured they would be well- looked after. For adoption, the Shelter keeps each record of each adopter.  

 

 

 

New team member, Mr. Roshan cleaning the maggotted wound from a dog. This owned pet animal was 

brought to KAS with a big patch of wound that had been infested with maggots. The Vet, Dr. Deo had 

suggested debriding the wound and clearing those maggots. Maggotted cases are a little common this 

season with more humidity around. If wounds in dogs are not attended, maggots can swarm up quickly. 

 

 

 



The Shelter dogs just being themselves on a lazy afternoon at Kalimpong Animal Shelter  

 

 

Picture below: Mr. Padam preparing food for the dogs. In India, dogs are used to consuming rice and 

broth. So, it Is a staple meal for them here. Besides, they are also given dry food (kibble) and biscuits every 

day.  


